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End Users

- State Emergency Service, New South Wales
- South Australian Metropolitan Fire Service
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- Queensland Fire and Emergency Services
- Rural Fire Services, New South Wales
- Fire and Rescue, New South Wales
- Department of Fire and Emergency Services, Western Australia
- Northern Territory Fire and Rescue Service
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- Emergency Management Victoria
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WHY ARE WE DOING THIS

- Changing nature of natural hazards and increasing cost
- Demographic changes
- New technologies
- The need to build resilience
RESEARCH PHASES

Phase 1 (12 months)
Understanding the context

Phase 2 (12-24 months)
Development of the framework

Phase 3 (24-36 months)
Testing, finalization and utilization.
KEY RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS

- Community survey
- 586 spatial maps
- Literature review
- Organisational scans
- 21 community interviews
- Desk top of review for changing capabilities
LITERATURE REVIEW - ECONOMIC

Organisational
Economic
Community
“Effective diversity is the result of interactions between organisations and individuals that leverage, value and build upon characteristics and attributes within and beyond their organisations to increase diversity and inclusion; resulting in benefits that support joint personal and organisational objectives and goals, over a sustained period of time”.
COMMUNITY SURVEY

10 minute community survey
539 people across NSW, South Australia, Queensland and Victoria.

Values of interest to Emergency Services

Benchmarked against world values survey
14. How much do you agree with the following statements?

- Women are less able to undertake the physical work required by emergency services workers
- In an emergency situation I'd rather be helped by a man than a woman
- Men tend to be calmer in emergency situations than women

Legend:
- Red: Strongly agree
- Pink: Agree
- Beige: Neither agree nor disagree
- Green: Disagree
- Orange: Completely disagree
15. How important do you think the following capabilities are for emergency services workers?
CASE STUDY SCANS

- 34 interviews across the 3 case studies
- Policy, strategy and Annual Report assessment – capabilities over the last 10 years
- Visual audit of the website
- Initially one report – now three separate reports
- Finalising SASES review
EARLY FINDINGS CASE STUDIES

- Tensions between tactical and strategic decision making and skills
- Diversity of organisational cultures within EMS organisations
- Discomfort and misunderstanding
EARLY FINDINGS CASE STUDIES
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